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INTRODUCTION
Fjord Motor Park is a visionary and comprehensive project to
establish Western Norway’s largest sports facilities for motor sports, cycle sport and air sports, combined with training courses for
professional drivers and other road users of all ages.
There is a regulated new area of 521.000 square meters for the
purpose, and an area with existing dirt tracks and off-road terrain
of 138.000 square meters.
The existing facility is across the public road and is planned to be
connect with a new bridge.
The plan is to develop 8 new main tracks: a racing track combined
for cycle sport, a drag race track connected to a runway for air
sports, a go-kart track combined for supermotard, a motocross
track, rally cross track, BMX track, and a track facility for extreme
exercises for professional drivers of heavy vehicles. Terrain will be
adapted for different off-road disciplines.Further, a large depot
area andvarious building facilities with universal/inclusive design
(accessible to older people and people with disabilities).
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In Norway the motor sport has limited popularity. Multipurpose
of the sports arena is therefore important to develop to achieve a
potential for long-term economic sustainability. Multipurpose will
also provide social and business synergies. In addition to training in
road safety in all ages, we believe the synergies for the local tourism and Haugesund Airport (10 minutes walking distance).

- Bilcross
- Offroad bil
- Land Rover

Hotell / Bevertning
27700m²

The sport facilities have a green vision to be the first of its kind
where the operation is based on renewable energy. Norway is in a
unique position with access to hydropower. Our green vision covers
also facilitation of electrically powered vehicles.
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The city centre of Haugesund is only 12-15 minutes drive away from
Fjord Motorpark and the airport. Other society synergies will be for
Haugesund College of Elite Sport, vocational high schools, organizations working with child and youth with behavioural problems/
motorsport as therapy, etc.
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The project is an inter-municipal cooperation between the neighbour municipalities, and 50 clubs and voluntary organizations with
over 5.000 regional members. 38 of the organizations own 100 %
of Fjord Motorpark Ltd.,
The plan is to open Fjord Motorpark in the summer of 2017.
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From early sketches of Fjord Motorpark

LOCATION
The location for the FMP is an approximate 66 Ha site in the Municipality of Karmoy, Norway. The site lies in south western Norway, 10
km north of Kopervik, 12 km south of Haugesund in the proximity
of the international Haugesund Airport. The city of Stavanger is 1.5
hours far by car, the capital city of Oslo is 450 km far.
The area is sited in a breathtaking contest, fully included in the typical norwegian landscape. The sightings at some points are amazing.
There are fjords, woods all around and a great number of paths
everywhere. We can find history in several viking villages and many
legends are told giving an exciting athmosphere to the place.
The facilities are not missing too. There is a national highway, the
E134, connecting the area to the main land. There is the international
Haugesund Airport, directly connected to the site. Isn’t it enough?
We can’t underestimate the strong national interest in motorsport
with a lack of areas in the whole country.
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SITE OVERVIEW
FMP is composed of 2 main areas, one north of the E134, of approximately 12,5 Ha extension, the other one, bordered on its north limit
by the E134, of approximately 53,5 Ha.
The other limits are related to the property and, with the exception
of the Grodvatnet pond on the south border, they are made by vegetation on outcrops of rocks.
The E134 was built to connect Haugesund and the main land with the
international Haugesund airport and it is considered a high standard
way in Norway, already able to host the FMP users
4
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CIRCUITS OVERVIEW
The newly developed vision plan turned all the previous visions into
a comprehensive motor park.
With a General Aviation area directly connected to the International Airport of Haugesund, the site will be unique. In a very compact
footprint nearly every known sport related to motors, wheels and
wings will be hosted.
In the provided aerial rendering it is possible to appreciate the high
efficiency of the site.
The site comprise (indicatively):
• a 10-14 m wide, 3.1 Km counterclockwise FIA Grade 2 and FIM
Grade B compliant racetrack, designed for everyday testing and
driving pleasure in total safey; multipurpose with cycle sports.
• a 1.14 Km CIK FIA Grade 1 and FIM Grade 3 compliant karting
facility, designed to run on both direction; multipurpose with
cycle sports.
• a 830 m dragstrip FIA and NHRA complaint to host 1/8 mile
accelerations integrated in an area for Air Sports and General
Aviation;
• multiple configurations of Rallycross up to 2.3 Km
• traffic center with up to 2 Km safety driving courses
• a motocross track up to 1.8 Km
• an autocross track of approx 650 m
• wide terrain for different off-road Motorsports and Cycle sports
and all required facilities to serve the mentioned tracks.
The picture on the right is for discussion purposes only and dosn’t
reflect the minor modifications that have been applied in the recent
weeks. These will be found in the following pages.
In the next couple of pages we will highlight all the area and function
description of the vision plan translated in the present masterplan.
In the third page a series of different area use scenarios are presented, depending on events to be hosted in the different sites.
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THE BUILDINGS
The main expected buildings of the FMP are:
the FMP centre: it is the main building of the area and it has a footprint extension of 4500 m2. Its strategic position makes it gathering the main roles. The building is placed on a steep slope. This
allows to equip a terrace with a wide view on the main circuit on
its roof. The large windows overlooking the paddock and the traffic center allow you to have control of a large area of the FMP. The
morphology and the use of materials required for the construction
of buildings, take into account the history of the area and the vegetation which characterize them. The materials used will be those
typical of the region considering the reduced costs and the environmental friendliness of this choice. The shape of the buildings reflects
the roofs of Viking villages revisited in a modern way, morphological
and functional.
The X centre: it is the main building of the motocross and autocross
area. Its extension is approximately 1000 m2 and has the same characteristics of the FMP centre, just in a smaller scale. It contains the
main functions of the cross area and it is the landmarking building
for the northern area where the ‘dirty’ activities take place.
The pitlane building: this building hosts the box and other depot circuit stuff rooms. More than 20 box can find place in this building,
which has an extension of around 3.300 m2.
Other secondary buildings are the medical centre and all the service
building for the different tracks.
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ACCESSIBILITY AND URBANIZATIONS - OPTION 1
The accessibility of the FMP is concentrated in two points, to be built
at the same time, the is a roundabout, independent from the national road E134, approached by two ramps, the second through a
roundabout, nearer to the international Haugesund airport, made at
the same level of the national road.
This will split the crowd into two different flows, depending which
activities they are doing. In the first access it will be allowed to enter:
the crowd of all the activities than the Dragstrip, the paddock and
the main track, the FMP management, the paddock and the kart
track, the ‘dirty’ activities area.
The second access, from the roundabout nearer to the airport, will
give entrance to the crowd of the dragstrip events and to the following activities:
• Dragstrip and
• aero sports.
An overpass for pedestrian is provided to go through the main paddock to the drag strip area.
Other than this, it allows the clients and the workers of the commercial hall. The admission to the area will be controlled remotely in
the main entrance and locally at the gates of the different activities.
Some area
Paddock MT 1
Paddock MT 2
Paddock Kart 1
Paddock Kart 2
Paddock X
Parking X
Depot Area
Area Hangars
Connectiing roads

25.000 mq
4.800 mq
5.900 mq
9.600 mq
2.700 mq
1.700 mq
17.500 mq
25.000 mq
22.000 mq
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ACCESSIBILITY AND URBANIZATIONS - OPTION 2
The accessibility of the FMP is concentrated in one point, This soultion could be implemented if the area required will be confirmed
in the detail design. An overpass for pedestrian is provided in both
options to go through the main paddock to the drag strip area.
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Public Address System (PA) STRATEGIES
In the preliminary assesment we designed up to 5 public address
towers for the main track/dragstrip, 1 for the off road, 1 for the karting area are and several speakers on the pit building/paddock.
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LEGEND

Race Communication System and PA rough quotation
MAIN CIRCUIT
KART CIRCUIT
MOTO&AUTO CROSS CIRCUIT

536,000 Euro
62,000 Euro
62,000 Euro

Total

660,000 Euro
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SE AREA - ALL WEATHER CABINET

PIT BUILDING SPEAKERS

CIRCUIT SPEAKERS

CCTV STRATEGIES
In this diagram a race control/camera television system layout is
provided as per site control. Using fiber optics and multiple cameras,
both fixed and domes, the full tracks precints will be under control
from one single point.
The offered diagram is only a scheme to show the complexity of
special electronics sub systems. The required design will be done
minimum as per FIA and FIM specs.
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LEGEND
TRACK CAMERA
360°

DOME CAMERA
360°

CABLE CONDUIT
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MOTOR PARK OVERVIEW
In the next pages we will highlight all the different track characteristics. In this page some area are explained.
1.

PADDOCK - The paddock allows enough room for team trucks,
officials parking and compounds for race tyre and fuel suppliers setup. Power, data, compressed air and
water will be provided to the garages and
to the rear of the external paddock area.

2.

ACCESS ROADS - An access road
with direct access to the paddock and medical centre is provided with links to the adjacent highway. The facility also provides a
perimeter road around the whole site.

3.

MEDICAL CENTRE
The Medical Centre is located south of the
pit building and is accessible directly from the
pitlane. In the event of an incident on track requiring
urgent medical attention, casualties will be brought via the
track or service road to the dedicated Medical Centre entrance
after the pit entrance. In the event that medical evacuation
to a nearby hospital is required, an ajoining helipad is provided. Where a helicopter flight is not possible, an ambulance
equipped with intensive care utilities will exit the facility via
the dedicated emergency route to the nearest trauma unit.

4.

GRANDSTAND - Located outside T3 and inside last corner

5.

SITE ACCESS/EXITS

6.

SITE PARKING - In addition to the paddock area, there is additional on-site parking.

7.

ADDITIONAL FACILITIES - Additional facilities can be
run independently to the circuit to increase revenue.

8.

NATURAL GRANDSTANDS - viewing area
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CIRCUITS OVERVIEW
The main track is designed to best a safe track for both cars and
bikes.
Some facts and figures:
• it host 2 configurations and 2 splits for total 4 possible use combinations;
• it has an altimetric change of total 29 meters with a maximum
slope of 9.5% uphill and 14% downhill.
• the lateral bankings are from -3% to a banked section in T24
with 20%
• is minimum 10 meters wide between T13 and T22 (12 if FIA homologation will be requested), 14 meters wide between T26
and T1 and 12 meters all the remaining.
• Pit entry is before last fast corner and pit exit is between T1 and
T2, both offlines and with racing lines on the opposite side of
the signalling platform for increased operators’ safety.
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Main track preliminary centerline altimetric profile
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CONFIGURATIONS OVERVIEW
As mentioned the possible main track configurations are 4, all counterclockwise. And the other tracks could be integrated. Pit entry
and exit will be done with temporary walls or gates in the pit wall.
The construction could be realized in phase as well. The main track
could be done on the following versions.
1.

2.

Racetrack 3120 m
This is the full configuration. It is a track with differents souls.
From T1 to T6 a slow one, a medium up to T16, a lazy up to
T23 and a exhilarating from T24 to T1. This is for events up to
Internationals
Racetrack 2520 m
This is the the fastest configuration. As the full but without the
lazy section. Much more fun for high power vehicles. This is for
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3.

4.

events up to Nationals
Split 1 of 820 m and Split 2 of 2200 m
Could be run contemporarily, the short for testing, handling
or driving schools (connected with the traffic center) and the
other to do trackdays or endurance testings. Just p.e.
Split 1 of 820 m and Split 2 of 1600 m
As the previous, but faster and shorter on the second section
Could host p.e. professional drivers that would like to be

trained on fast and fun laps. The overall site host multiple
configurations, as some diagrams shows.
DRIFTING
A note for drifters. Every configuration exposed plus the
karting track and the drag strip asphalts can be used and are
designed to be, by drifters.
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CORNER BY CORNER GUIDE

•
•

•
•
•

•

Turn 1
A strong braking with a surprise. The shape of the corner is
very difficult to approach and find an ideal racingline
Turn 2
Just after the pit entry and the connection with the traffic
center, is much lower thatn T1. The compression will put chassis in crisis to go uphill in next corners.
Turn 3
Uphill and geometric, lot of lateral acceleration
Turn 4
It will always been early not enough to open the throttle, but
once you understand it, will be too late.
Turn 5
A fast corner key to the “Snake section”. It’s a braking area.
Here there will be the entrance of RallyX section (not displayed)
Turn 6
Tight and sneaky, if you miss it all the following section will be
fighting the driver.
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CORNER BY CORNER GUIDE
•
•

•

Turn 7
First of the snake section, nothing if taken alone, powerful if
thought as part of a more complex area.
Turn 8, 9 and 10
Up and down at a speed low enough to be safe with a perception to be at lightspeed. The whole section aim to encourage
overtaking due to driver mistakes on racing line
Turn 11 and 12
To be approached as a single one to be fast on the exit
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CORNER BY CORNER GUIDE - THE MOUNTAIN SECTION

•
•
•
•
•

Turn 14, 15, 16 and 17
these are not real corners but kinks on a straight, a particular
funny way to approach kerbs
Turn 18
at the same level of the previous, ready to go uphill
Turn 19
a corner to contain and force the racing line
Turn 20
uphill and blind, toward left, here low power engines will die
Turn 21
a croner to be brake in to approach the hairpin. Tricky.
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•

This section of the track could be built even in a second phase
without affecting the operations on the main track. If this will
be done, the quantities related on this intervention are as follows (preliminary, to be substracted from the totals presented
for the full construction).
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CORNER BY CORNER GUIDE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn 22
the Hairpin. The slowest point of the track, place of the shortcut between T13 and T22, it’s the point to prepare to the fast
section
Turn 23
a blind corner that shows you a banked dream only at last
moment
Turn 24
very long and very banked to allow full throttle acceleration
Turn 25
uphill and blind, very fast
Turn 26
the fastest point of the track, breathtaking. On the right side,
pit entry, just to be offline before the fast corner.
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KARTING CIRCUITS OVERVIEW
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The track is designed to be run in both sense of direction and to have
two different splits that could be run simultanously, like one for kart
and one for motards/minibikes (shortcuts not shown).
EASTERN LOOP

With a minimum width of 8 meters and a length of 1140 meters, it will
be compliant with CIK-FIA International regulations. The paddock is
divided in two, one is the everyday one and the second is normally
a parlking lot.
The first section is flat, built in the existing quarry surrounded by
hills, the second run up to the hill creating a challenging mountain
course.

SHORTCUTS

The track is suitable to run many categories, from karts, to minibike,
midibike, drifting, supermotards, cyclings and so on.

SUPERMOTO LOOPS

Please note that Pit entry/exit and other details will be designed in
the next phase.
PIT BUILDING

PADDOCK 1
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SUPERMOTO LOOPS

OFF ROAD AREA OVERVIEW
The off road area comprises many tracks/facilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motocross track of 1.600 meter, grade national A, combined
ATV Quad racingAutocross track of 650 m with compacted
gravel
Track for motocross kids
Trial inside area of 3200 mq plus the one outside
Service building facility
Parking lot
Paddock
RC cars
Mountain biking
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The Trial is expected to be in the same area of today plus
internal to the autocross. Some other area could be find in the
next phase.
LINKS
AUTOCROSS
MOTOCROSS
OFF ROAD
LOW NOISE
TEST AREA

TRIAL

BABY MX
SERVICE
RC CARS
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TRAFFIC CENTER OVERVIEW
The traffic center area is done connecting
• a secondary paddock with the primary one through a skid slope
and
• the first section of the track as a loop
The full area will be used to do car driver training, truck stability tests
and monouvers, defensive driving and so on.
The are awill be equipped with sprinklers, lane markings and special
pavements to ensure friction controlled zones, with temporary installations to ensure the usability of the area while the traffic center
will not be in use.
In the diagrams some circulations patterns are shown. In the next
phase we will determine how to use those spaces in the most efficient way, according to traffic center needs.
Serpentines are not shown but could be easily done between the
two paddocks. The skid slope is indicated on epoxy as well as the
steering pad. Other strips, like the 200 m braking area, will be determined and detaild in the design phase.
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PADDOCK 1
PADDOCK 2
STEERING PAD
SKID SLOPE 9%

SHORTCUT

RALLY CROSS - SUPERMOTO
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BASIC EXERCISES
The design of traffic center allows for the creation and execution of
numerous exercises and provides manifold possibilities for advanced training.
Basic exercise can be practiced by drivers, who had never attended
a road safety training course before.
The instructor/trainer can enhance the degree of difficulty by changing the training parameters (obstacles, layouts) and with the combination of exercises.
Passenger cars, vans, small busses:
• Slalom driving (warm up)/Seating position
• Emergency braking
• Brake and avoid
• Braking on different surfaces
• Stabilising a skidding vehicle
• Distance exercise
Trucks, busses, vehicles with trailers, tankers, tractors:
• Slalom driving (warm up)/Seating position
• Emergency braking
• Brake and avoid
• Braking on different surfaces
• Distance exercise
• Braking comparison

2
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814 m.

266 m.

Parking
430 m.

Pitlane

Track
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Paddock

Paddock

Pitlane

Paddock

SKID PADS and PARKING HANDLING

3

Features
• Circular training track
• Slippery training surface
• Usage in both directions
Track
• Overflow irrigation
• Row of mechanical obstacles in the middle
• Speed measurement for both driving directions
• Speed display
• Return track with possibility to watch the training track
• Instructor’s shelter

Track

4

Basic exercises:
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Passenger cars, vans, small busses:
• Circular slalom driving (warm up)
608 m.
• Cornering
• Viewing and steering techniques
• Cornering line
814 m.
• Understeering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
• Oversteering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
• Emergency braking whilst cornering
Trucks, busses, vehicles with trailers, tankers, tractors:
• Cornering
• Viewing and steering techniques
• Cornering line
• Understeering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
Pitlane
• Oversteering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
• Emergency braking whilst cornering
• Braking whilst cornering at high friction
• Roll-over prevention

Track
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814 m.

266 m.
869 m.
Parking

Paddock

Parking

Pitlane

Track

Paddock

Paddock

SKID SLOPE and PARKING HANDLING CONFIG.
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Straight downhill training track plus corner
Slippery training surface
Usage in both directions (uphill and downhill)
Overflow irrigation
Two rows of water obstacles
Speed measurement
Speed display
Return track with possibility to watch the training track
Instructor’s shelter

Basic exercises
That configuration allows for exercises that are at first sight comparable to the exercises on previous modules. But the exercises differ
because the training track is a downhill track. Therefore, the behaviour of the vehicles is more extreme, especially brake and swerve
manoeuvres can lead to severe oversteering.
Passenger cars, vans, small busses:
• Slalom driving (warm up)
• Emergency braking downhill
• Brake and avoid downhill
• Braking on different surfaces
• Uphill driving on slippery surface
• Cornering
• Viewing and steering techniques
• Cornering line
• Understeering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
• Oversteering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
• Emergency braking whilst cornering
• Distance exercise
Trucks, busses, vehicles with trailers, tankers, tractors:
• Emergency braking downhill
• Brake and avoid downhill
• Uphill driving on slippery surface
• Distance exercise
• Braking comparison
• Cornering
• Viewing and steering techniques
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cornering line
Understeering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
Oversteering behaviour of vehicles (recognise and set countermeasures)
Emergency braking whilst cornering
Braking on different surfaces
Braking whilst cornering at high friction
Roll-over prevention

Track
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608 m.

814 m.

814

SKID SLOPE 9%
869 m.
Parking

Pitlane

Track

Paddock

HANDLINGS
The Training Modules are designed in a way that allows for their
combination to handling tracks in different lengths. If only two configurations are combined to a handling track, the others can still be
used in parallel.
The handling tracks can make use of the slippery training surfaces
and the training equipment of the single tracks. For some training
purposes the handling tracks will be used without integration of the
slippery areas.
Depending on the training objectives the handling tracks can be designed to be driven with higher speed or, alternatively, contain narrow corners and slow speed passages.

1
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For other training purposes such as economical or defensive driving,
the handling track can be driven solely on high friction surfaces,
omitting the slippery training surfaces.

SKID SLOPE 9%

Parking

Paddock

Track
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DRAG STRIP OVERVIEW
Designed to allow 1/8 of a mile drag racing, is done with two lanes
and 18.5 meters wide and 930 meters long (30 meters of emergency
braking zone included) . A lateral service road/waybak is provided as
well as some spectators facilities located in the main paddock.
The way of driving is from south to north to ensure the maximum
usability during the days with low sun on the horizion. The asphalt
section is designed to host other activities while drag racing is off.
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GENERAL AVIATION AREA OVERVIEW
The area, connected directly with the International Airport of Haugesund is designed to host private planes and hangars.
The hangars for the airplanes have been dimensioned to contain the
airplanes for the maximum development of the aero sports. There
is one hangar with the dimensions of 56m x 20m acted to hosts 3
glinders.

HANGARS

FREE AREA

HANGARS

There are two hangars with the dimensions of 40m x 20m each
acted to host 4 light aircraft and 4 cessna.
There is one hangar with the dimensions of 34m x 20m acted to
hosts 3 microplanes.
As it is clear the width of 20m is unvaried for getting the maximum
safe of costs during the construction.
The taxiways is planned to be class a 7.5 Meters, a port width of 24 m
and a fence corridor of 20 m as well are planned. The measures are
not given in drawings because subject to the design phase.
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GATE AND TAXIWAY
PARACHUTE LANDING
AREA OPT 1

PARACHUTE LANDING
AREA OPT 2
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FJORD MOTORPARK MASTEPLAN
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